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Reviewer's report:

My comments are following:

About the title: The title is not in line with whatever the authors has written in Llnes 109-110 (Assess the Practice and Attitude of nursing on wearing nurse uniform. At least What? The title or this title with Attitude?

1- Nurse uniform or Nursing Uniform? Which?

2- The aim: Practice of nurses on wearing nurse uniform and associated factors". It is not consisted in line with the TITLE>

Please correct.

3- In Line 120: After Namely: or included.

4- In lines 127-128: It is advised to write the formula and the methods for calculating the sample size,

5- In lines 132-134: Again mentioned attitude on uniform and ....

6- In materials and methods: must explain about the Validity and reliability of Data gathering tools.

It is needed to state further about the domain of questionnaire.

7- If it is approved by Committee of Codes < Please write the code (Number).

8- In Line 155, Findings: It is better to have 1-2 tables about hospitals, Domain of questionnaire, .......

9- In lines: 167 - 170 - 173 - 176 - 215: Please write the Percents, No needs for numbers.

10: In Line 222: SEX in first of the paragraph, What the mean?

11- The authors discussed about attitudes but No Mentioned in Title or aim. Explain why?

12- Discussion and conclusion sections have written very weak. Further Ref. and analysis are needed.

13- The Ref. are too less for an article which will publish in BMC. It is better to use more Ref. for paper improvement.


Bachelor in Science of Nursing (BScN),
Master of ..., Specialization in not need.
MscN in Adult Heath nursing.